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The Ford Five Hundred is a full-size automobile [5] that was manufactured and marketed by
Ford from to Deriving its nameplate from the ''" suffix used by Ford on the Custom , Fairlane
and Galaxie model ranges from the s to s, the Five Hundred was the larger of two model lines
intended to replace the Ford Taurus the Ford Fusion being the smaller vehicle. Marking the
debut of the Ford D3 platform, the Five Hundred marked several firsts for full-size Ford vehicles,
introducing front-wheel drive, all-wheel drive as an option , unibody construction, and the first
generation sold without a V8 engine since the Ford Model A. Along with the first completely new
full-size chassis since , the Five Hundred introduced two distinct full-size model lines to Ford
for the first time since the discontinuation of the Custom Excluding export sales, , Ford Five
Hundreds were produced. As part of the acquisition of Volvo Cars and its addition to Premier
Automotive Group , Ford Motor Company expanded on its vehicle safety technology capabilities
and began development of a D Taurus replacement. A 72MPG diesel-electric hybrid designed as
part of the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles , the Prodigy would introduce much of
the exterior styling of the Five Hundred; it was also the first Ford to use the horizontal
"three-bar" grille which made its production debut on the Ford Fusion. The Ford Five Hundred
entered production on July 12, [8] at Chicago Assembly the previous assembly site of the Ford
Taurus , and became available to the public in September Noted for its simple, straight-forward
styling, large interior cabin, prominent greenhouse and high H-point seating, the Five Hundred
was designed by George Bucher, Chief Designer, [10] [11] under the direction of Ford Vice
President of Design, J Mays. An evolution of the Volvo P2 platform used in the Volvo S80 , the
platform marked the shift to front-wheel drive in full-size Ford sedans; an electro-hydraulic
Haldex all-wheel drive system based on that used on the Volvo S80 and XC90 was optional in all
versions of the Ford Five Hundred or Mercury Montego. Along with Haldex AWD, several Volvo
design features were incorporated into the structure of the Five Hundred, including a modified
version of Side Impact Protection System SIPS from Volvo, channeling impact forces around
the passenger compartment; the front frame rails were redesigned to better absorb impact
forces. For the first time in a full-size Ford sedan, the Ford Five Hundred featured independent
suspension for both front and rear axles, with MacPherson strut front suspension and a
multi-link rear axle with coilover shocks; both axles were fitted with stabilizer bars. A
distinguishing feature of the Ford Five Hundred is its tall exterior height; at A key feature driving
the use of the tall body design was the upward movement of the H-point hip point. As with the
first-generation Ford Focus , the seats of the Five Hundred were positioned relatively high from
the floor, providing an upright seating position and improved visibility, access, and egress. In
addition, the rear seat was positioned higher than the front seats. The Ford Five Hundred was
the first full-size Ford sedan to feature a folding rear seat to supplement the 21 cubic foot trunk
larger than the Lincoln Town Car. With the option of a folding front passenger seat, a Five
Hundred was able to carry objects up to ten feet long inside the vehicle. While visibility was one
factor behind the higher seating position, safety was another as well. Derived from the Volvo
Side Impact Protection System SIPS , a hydroformed cross-car steel beam underneath the front
seats was welded between the B-pillars directly below an identical beam above the B-pillars.
George Bucher, Ford's chief designer said "it was a challenge to sculpt a Ford-styled body
around a Volvo chassis, and added that designers used what he calls plainer surfaces with taut
lines to give the car a modern look without losing its passenger-car proportions. An all wheel
drive system was available across the range. For , a new navigation radio made by Pioneer
featuring Sirius Satellite Radio became an option; traction control was now changed to an
option on front-wheel drive models from standard. A mid-year running change removed the
exterior doorside trim molding on all trim levels in favor of a small sill molding at the bottom
edge of the door. The Five Hundred remained unchanged, with the SE model discontinued. All
versions built after September 4, have side airbags as standard, along with curtain airbags
marketed as the Safety Canopy. A new Chrome Package became available, with inch
eight-spoke alloy wheels and a chrome trim mesh grille. For the model year, the Ford Taurus
underwent a complete redesign. Although retaining the D3 chassis, the exterior and interior was
completely changed, to add more aggressive styling. As the Mercury brand was being phased
out in , marked the final year of the Sable nameplate. Alongside the Ford Five Hundred, several
versions of the D3 platform were marketed by Ford Motor Company, with all variants produced
in the same Chicago assembly facility. For the first time since , Mercury sold a completely new
full-size car and two full-size Mercury sedans for the first time since While largely distinguished
from the Five Hundred by its standard HID headlights and LED taillights the largest set of LED
taillights ever introduced on a Ford vehicle at the time , [9] the Montego also differs from the
Five Hundred in its monochomatic exterior, satin aluminum trim, and two-tone interior with
black-toned wood trim. As with the Five Hundred, the Montego was produced in front and
all-wheel drive configurations, sharing the same powertrains. In contrast, Mercury sold the

Montego in two trim levels Luxury and Premier. Slotted in between the Ford Escape and Ford
Explorer in its exterior footprint, the Ford Freestyle was fitted solely with a 3. In its exterior
design, the Freestyle borrowed elements from several vehicles, including the Explorer and
Escape. While the Freestyle would serve as the basis for the Mercury Meta One concept vehicle,
no Mercury version was ever produced beyond the prototype stage. During its production, the
Ford Five Hundred would attract a high degree of attention by automotive industry critics over
its controversial styling. Intended as "guilt-free luxury", [19] several reviewers have noted its
close resemblance to Volkswagen and Audi sedans, along with the lack of brand differentiation
between the Ford Five Hundred and Mercury Montego. While the Five Hundred would attract
attention for its high interior volume, design functionality, value, and large number of safety
features, along with its styling, many reviewers criticized the performance of the 3. Ford
designer J Mays said "I don't think the Five Hundred or Freestyle was one of my brighter
moments in Ford, but designing a car is not a solo effort and a lot of people have input on the
kind of product they want. I've been at the company 13 years and I've been through five CEOs.
Some of those CEOs have had more conservative tastes than others. We were being good team
players, and we did our best to wrap what was a best-in-class package with sheetmetal, and we
ended up with a car, I think, that compromised itself in terms of style. But we will never make
that mistake again. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Ford Taurus to be
revived. Car News and Reviews. The Car design yearbook 3. Retrieved Larry Edsall, Web2cars.
Archived from the original on Ward's Automotive Yearbook Ward's Communications, Inc. The
Auto Channel, February 7, Car Reviews and News. Larry Edsall, Twincities. The Car Connection.
January 4, The New York Times. January 3, Automotive News, Richard Truett, October 2,
Archived from the original on April 12, Is the Five Hundred boring? It looks a little too Teutonic,
Mays admits. We've gone back. We've looked at it. By the way, I don't think it's going to hurt
sales. They're the most conservative buyers there are. Washington Post, Warren Brown,
October 17, London Free Press. Automotive News, Dejan Jovanovic, September 16, EcoSport
Edge Flex through Ford vehicles. Ford Motor Company. E-Series Cutaway F F Category
Commons. Ford Taurus. First-generation â€” Second-generation â€” Third-generation â€”
Fourth-generation â€” Fifth-generation â€” Sixth-generation â€” Seventh-generation â€”present,
China. HSC 2. Hidden categories: Webarchive template wayback links Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. George
Bucher [1] [2] J Mays [3]. Ford Taurus fourth generation Ford Crown Victoria unofficial. Ford
Taurus fifth generation. Wikinews has related news: Ford Taurus to be revived. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Ford Five Hundred. LTD Crown Victoria. Crown Victoria.
Country Squire. Personal luxury. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS.
Sports car. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Five Hundred.
Overview Overview Most Popular. SEL 4dr Sedan 3. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive
type Front wheel drive Transmission 6-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine
Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows
yes digital keypad power door locks yes Power mirrors yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation compass yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer
yes low fuel level warning yes clock yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions bucket
front seats yes 2 -way manual passenger seat adjustment yes Front leg room Rear hip Room
Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in
place Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the
Five Hundred. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear
suspension yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr.
Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 5 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Five Hundred Inventory. Sign Up. Shale,
leather Pebble, leather Shale, cloth Pebble, cloth. See Five Hundred Inventory. See the Back
button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The
car is surging and feels like it is about to fall apart the car has low miles and the engine feels
like the transmission is slipping but was told that this is a common problem with the Ford I see
there is a extended warranty but I just recently purchased this car and seems like the warranty
expired and I see Ford is aware of this and refuses to fix this issue which is a hazardous
condition and I feel like that im going to have to get a lawyer to get anything done because Ford
is refusing to fix this issue with these cars and its very dangerous driving the car makes a loud
knock and the engine drops back in and its breaking the motor mounts - Palm Bay, FL, USA.
Add Complaint. My Ford Five hundred is surging there's no power it stumbles shuts off. When
car is on, when taking foot off of brake or reversing, car surges or jumps forward without

warning. I have almost been in several accidents because of this problem. Car will be driveing
55 and completely shut off. Lossing everything including powerstearing. Have to put in neutral
N coast to side of the road, sometimes will restart, others it wont. Also will start bucking and
shut off. I can be doing 10mph N go to turn a corner N it shuts off. Can seem to run fine, be in
the middle of an intersection and the car shut off and wouldnt restar good thing I can drive and
knew what to do or I would have crashed numerous times. Have changed the throttle body and
accelerator, N both sensors. Did not fix problem. Now saying it's the PCM shutting the car off.
The contact owns a Ford Five hundred. While driving 60 mph, the accelerator pedal was
depressed and the vehicle began to lose power without warning. The vehicle was pulled over to
a shoulder lane, restarted, and returned to normal. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic, but the cause of the failure could not be determined. The vehicle was not repaired.
The contact also stated that the throttle body and engine were previously replaced. The failure
occurred randomly. The local dealer was not contacted. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure and stated that the VIN was not included in any recalls. The failure mileage was
approximately , While driving 60 mph, the vehicle failed to accelerate and the power train
wrench icon illuminated. The contact was able to shut off and restart the vehicle in order to
operate normally. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the electronic
throttle body sensor failed, sending the vehicle into "limp mode", and needed to be replaced.
The vehicle was repaired, but the failure persisted on several occasions. The contact mentioned
that the electronic throttle body sensor was replaced twice. The vehicle recently went into "limp
mode" again. The dealer performed a diagnostic test, but a failure code could not be found. The
vehicle was also test driven, but the failure was not duplicated. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 90, Throttle body is defective due to build up within
the throttle body's valve causing it to stick open or stay closed during reverse and forward
driving. This in return causes a surge where at any unsuspecting moment the vehicle wood
attempt to drive either in reverse or forward on its own regardless you physically pressing the
brakes or the gas pedal. This is an obvious problem wiz and Ford and some models other than
the such as Ford freestyle Ford montego. This is a very dangerous issue and if not already will
cause bodily injury or death. In my particular incident my vehicle have surged on a bypass
causing me to almost rear end a large truck at speeds up to 70 miles per hour. There had also
been countless incidents of my vehicle reverting into safe mode where my car I had slowed
from 70 to 75 miles per hour down to 20 miles per hour within seconds. Both incidents have
happened stationary in motion on city streets on highways and while turning. I am very
concerned about my safety and that of others. I almost crashed while attempting to park in a
handicapped spot in emergency parking area at the hospital, where I was taking my critically ill
husband 2 weeks ago. I was braking, but the car was surging ahead. The same happened when I
was leaving. Very frightening!! The contact stated that the vehicle had an unexpected
acceleration as the check engine warning light illuminated. The contact was unable to stop the
vehicle or place it in reverse when the failure occurred. As a result, the contact crashed into
another vehicle. A police report was not filed and there were no injuries reported. Additionally,
the contact mentioned that the vehicle failed to accelerate out of first gear. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The failure mileage was 56, Engine shut off while driving. Fault code
indicates throttle control problem, but car drives normally after restarting. While driving
approximately 40 mph, the contact detected a burning odor inside the vehicle. The vehicle was
merged to the side of the road. The contact opened the hood and noticed that the top of the
manifold ignited into flames and the motor mount was dry rotted. The contact managed to
extinguish the fire with a personal fire extinguisher. An independent mechanic stated that the
entire motor mount needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired and the manufacturer
was not notified. The failure mileage was unavailable. This vehicle has had a surging and
stalling issue ever since it was purchased. It would come and go throughout the years but got
much worse recently. When stopped at a light for instance the idle speed becomes low and
sometimes stalls. It will surge making slow turns and surge when put into drive. It will surge
forward when turning into a parking spot and in many other instances. If you are in drive and
put it into park the RPM will also surge as high as Since I have been reading up on the issue I
noticed that there was a letter sent out to owners of my model which I did not receive. The
problem was supposed to be addressed for free per R12N I did not receive this notice and
should still be able to get this repair done for free. It should be a recall. My car makes harsh
jerking motion while I am driving. The motion occurs intermittently so I am unable to predict
when it will occur. However, it does happen while the car is in an motion and upon acceleration.
After first experiencing the problem. The motor mount of the vehicle was repaired. This seemed
to remedy the problem for about two weeks, then the problem persisted. Not as harsh as
previously but nonetheless, the ride feels unsafe and the issue happens erratically. This

problem has continued for over a year. During this time I have researched online to find that this
is a common issue and complaint among consumers. Why has this vehicle not been recalled? I
also have to consider the safety of my unborn child. The Ford Five hundred vehicles with major
mechanical malfunctions need to be recalled and taken off the market, not simply "fixed. It only
cools at highway speeds or when temperature outside is less than 70 degrees, the engine has
never idled smoothly and water collects in the doors. The main issue I've been having is that it
surges at stop lights and totally shuts down going down the road. Motor, gauges everything
shuts down sometimes for seconds. I have had the throttle body cleaned and reprogrammed
several times with no change what so ever. I just had a new one installed and it shut down on
me within 1 mile of dealership. It has been very frustrating to say the least. I am at my wits end
and just want it fixed! While driving down street after a cold start, car started to drive slow,
made a noise from left side of engine compartment, and wrench lite came on along with the
engine lite. I scanned for the obdii code and it presented code P I erased the code to see what
would happen. Left it alone until the next day. Now, when started, there is a faulty bearing noise
which is present until transmission is engaged in either reverse or drive. I would pull car
forward ten feet and back in reverse to park. When I do this, noise goes away. After doing this
five 5 days in a row, I drive car around a city block. I could only hear noise faintly. No wrench
lite or engine lite came back during this small drive. I have not driven car since research of code
P pointed to the transmission. I only start car now because of the cold Wisconsin weather. My
concern now is if there is a recall for this cvt transmission? During normal driving vehicle dash
lights went completely out and then began to flicker while both gauges speedo and tach went
left to right on and off repeatedly causing a loss of power on vehicle rendering vehicle unsafe to
drive and almost causing collision.. At times when placing car into reverse or drive it will lurch
forward. When going up any hill and the 6 speed transmission needs to down shift, it seems
that it pops into neutral and then pops into lower gear causing the car to jerk very hard.. This
happens every time I am going up a hill or trying to pass someone on the interstate on flat land.
Had to replace the low beam headlight sockets due to them overheating and melting the socket
and causing the bulbs to stop working. The driver side window, when trying to bring it up it will
stop and go back down. Sometimes it will do it a couple times before I can get the window all
the way up. This is my first Ford I have ever owned and I am love with the car but not with the
problems I am having with the car. Also, when the car hit , miles it started to burn 1 quart of oil
between oil changes. I cannot find any leaks. I have see a lot of people having the same issues I
am having with the lurching and jerking of the transmission. Wish Ford would do a real call for
these problems because I just love this car! Vehicle surges for no particular reason and shows.
A check engine light on wrench. Control of acceleration is mixed and vehicle either lurches or
feels as though transmission is in neutral and RPM's increase without acceleration by driver.
Have a scheduled service call with Ford and have been issued a notice from Ford that this issue
will be covered. The car lunges forward or backwards when shifting gears also lunges when
coming to a stop very violently. I drive with plenty of space in font of me so I haven't hit
anything I'm surprised no one else has either. Reliability indicates how models have performed
in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead.
These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers.
Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts
give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn
more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford
Five Hundred owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with
this vehicle. Cost app. As we were on a trip, we had a local, well known auto company, check
the system. Had it recharged by this sa". Cooling fails when car is not moving. Different air
temp level for driver vs passenger side vents! Frequently reported by others". I don't have that
kind of money". Heater system works Ok. Seems like compressor will not engage clutch or
valve inside not opening up. I know there is something in the compressor that isn't working. I
haven't repaired the system because of cost. I usually do my own mechanical work and have
saved much money compared to taking it to the shop. I have worked with refrigeration systems
for over 50 years in my HVAC business. So I know what I'm doing. It's inconsistant, sometimes I
get miles, other times only miles and I'm getting outside air again. Bad anytime, awful in
hign-pollen season or heavy traffic! That's my guess, I haven't dug into it to figure out the sure
reason yet. It might just be a vacuum leak". The first time I had leaks it was repair under
warranty". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage
includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or
torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Car has been a good performer". Replaced
with Monroe struts. After 6 months same problem. Replaced again and seems okay for now. Out

of warranty, paid for the repair". I installed a new power steering pump to no help. I did a
complete power system flush and solved the problem. Steering was hard to turn, very sluggish,
and stiff turning on corners. Braking caused a vibration in front wheels, but after flush, this
problem stopped. Break wear is higher than normal. I don't ride brake peddle. It was most likely
cause by the very poor road conditions in the area where I live. The roads near my house have
scores of frost heaves, deep pits, and abrupt bumps". I replaced them. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Arizona normal". Started
about three years ago with the rear driver side door which was retouched. Problem so severe,
had the entire car repainted recently". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Cause not found. Needed to replace
the vehicle wiring harness". We were unable to find it. We called Ford Motor Company and were
told they do not have the Keyless entry number". Also, the doors allow water to run inside and
the drain holes in door bottom stop causing the water to accumulate and slosh around. I have
address Both issues with the dealer while under warranty and was told they were designed that
way and that I should check the drains frequently. That's BS". You physically have to
disconnect the bottom weather stripping to remove the water. A well known problem with this
car". Taken to four repair shops including Ford dealer". Still doing it. When you hit a bump it
has an awful rattle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors,
pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. First time I made sure, I purchased
lifetime warranty but the O'riley clerk did put my phone on my ticket and I could not find receipt
the next time I made sure as that is how O'Riley's manages their warranty's". Disks also had to
be replaced". Ford Ranger has 45K miles on original brakes, I do not ride the brakes, this is the
Ford 's peculiarity. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine
knock or ping, oil leaks. The settings have been changed several times. The issue is starting but
not continue to run. Car has been towed several times. We don't use the car except around
town". Work was done at Ford service facility. A nuisance, but problem was fixed. As the
vehicle was turning in a slight curve to the right, as the rear side of the car lifted during the turn
the noise was heard. Then later on as time progressed the same noise, in the same area was
heard when driving straight ahead at all speeds. Mechanic checked out, found no bearing
issues. Mechanic replaced fluids per Ford's recommendation in AWD components, to no avail.
Later in snow and". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry,
wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Found out plugs weren't replaced
when I took car to independent garage when engine started misfiring. Garage found a failed 1
cylinder coil and bad plugs! Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or
trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. I had the car
serviced, it is fine now, but some of this had to be the age of the car and normal buildup of gunk
that was cleaned out, especially from the throttle. My alternator went out at 48, miles also. Gear
selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch
adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Engine continues to rev and even increases
the revs to 3K rmp long after accelerator was released at about 2K rpm, causing a jerking,
sometimes a violent engagement of next gear. There is also a humming noise, which the Ford
dealership states, It is from the transmission and there's nothing that can be done. The noise is
louder at speeds around 50mph, around 70mph and when steering to the right. The cruise
control feature works better than the foot accelerator to maintain low rpm. In cruise mode, slight
jerks can be felt when acceleration is needed to maintain speed on a flat road. The jerking can
be very violent when on an upward incline or a hill. This problem of jerking was noticed around
the 3rd year of purchase of the vehicle, but Ford, the very dealers I purchased the vehicle from,
did nothing to address the problem. It amazes me that the owners of a vehicle are not able to
address a problem of their own product. Unsatisfactory repair of my Ford Five Hundred by Ford
is the single issue that has discouraged me from purchasing another Ford vehicle even though I
liked the vehicle's comfort. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Likely
due to overly rich fuel. No warning light to indicate any issue. The engine stopped working while
we were driving at full speed on the highway. We were left stranded in a dangerous situation
and had to be". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further

assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Ford Five Hundred Change
Vehicle. The Ford Five Hundred is a roomy sedan emphasizing comfort and good ergonomics
over performance and pizzazz. It features an enormous trunk and expansive rear seats. The
driving position, which Ford advertising referred to as "SUV-like Command Seating," is slightly
elevated and can be adjusted up and down over a wide range. There is 1 recall on this vehicle.
Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all
Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. I
don't have that kind of money" John C. It might just be a vacuum leak" Paul B. The first time I
had leaks it was repair under warranty" Roger E. Out of warranty, paid for the repair" August N.
Exterior lights other than headlights "rear turn signal lights have burned out many times. Air or
water leaks "Sunroof leaks water into a drain pan type affair which has two drain tubes that
frequently stop up causing the rain water to pour into the floor. That's BS" Richard M. A well
known problem with this car" Maureen C. Taken to four repair shops including Ford dealer"
Michael C. First time I made sure, I purchased lifetime warranty but the O'riley clerk did put my
phone on my ticket and I could not find receipt the next time I made sure as that is how
O'Riley's manages their warranty's" Roger E. Engine computer "The computer has been
replaced twice, once under warranty. Alternator "Would not charge battery" R P. Doors or
sliding doors "The doors collected water in the bottom du
2004 pontiac grand prix rear turn signal bulb
jeep comanche parts
mazda bt 50 thermostat location
ring rain storms" Steve S. Fuel pump "The fuel pump and sending unit had to be replaced so
the rear seat and exhaust system had to be removed to get the tank out so the sending unit
could be replaced" Paul A. Slipping transmission "Automatic shifting not smooth. Catalytic
converter "Catalytic converter was plugged up. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar
Cars. Buick Lucerne. Ford Five Hundred. Lexus LS. Mercury Montego. Toyota Avalon. This
score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of
that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble
spots. Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide
Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

